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“I truly enjoy helping people achieve their goal of a financially secure future.” 
 
When I started in the financial services industry, more than 27 years ago, I never realized the 
positive impact I would have on the many individuals I’ve had the pleasure to work with along 
the way.   
 
What I quickly discovered is that being a financial advisor is much more than being good with 
numbers, charts and analysis – it’s about really understanding and connecting with the 
people you are helping.  It’s about knowing what is happening in their life and what truly 
matters the most to them.  My personal commitment to caring has really made this an 
enriching and fulfilling career…and created financial peace of mind for those I work with.  
 
Professional Experience & Qualifications 
 
For the past 14 years, I have enjoyed working within the credit union system of Nelson & 
District and its subsidiary NDCU MoneyWorks.  
 
I am an Investment Advisor for Qtrade Advisor and a Life Insurance Advisor for NDCU 
MoneyWorks. This means in addition to providing a variety of investment solutions, I am able to 
help my clients with risk management including Life, Disability, Critical Illness, and Long-Term 
Care advice and solutions.  
 
Community Involvement 
 
I’ve been pleased to call Nelson my home for more than 35 years now. During this time I’ve 
enjoyed the opportunity to volunteer for our local Parks, canvass for Heart and Stroke, and raise 
funds for the Canadian Cancer Society through my annual plant sale. 
 
Personal Information 
 
I’m married with two sons and, in my leisure time, I enjoy gardening and just being outdoors. I 
am grateful to be part of an industry where my passion and work align with my values towards 
the environment, and socially responsible investing. And I am delighted for the opportunity to be 
able to share with others. 


